
Theme park thrills in 300 sq ft
At just 17’ x 18’, the Hyperdeck delivers the most 

immersive and thrilling VR attraction in a size 

that won’t take up precious floor space.

Fast recoupment, huge returns
Current installations have seen recoupment in as 

little as 5 months, earning 2x of comparable 

footprint attractions.

Complete reservation system
A complete reservation and queue system that can 

be custom tailored to the needs of your facility.
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Unparalleled environmental simulation
This is more than “4d” effects, this is total 

environmental simulation. Feel high velocity winds 

from all directions, heat that engulfs your whole 

body and earth shaking full motion movements.

Built to last a lifetime
The Hyperdeck is a long term investment that is built 

to withstand the abuse of intense gaming. Each 

component is modular and upgradable to ensure 

your investment yields returns for years to come.

Hyperdeck is a turn-key Virtual Reality attraction that combines multi-sensory effects 

with incredible games for the most immersive arcade experience on the planet.



Modular and easy to install
Each Hyperdeck is made of modular pieces that are simple to ship, 

setup and install in just a few days.

Easy to manage
Operators can manage all aspects of the Hyperdeck from their 

phone, computer, or even at the Hyperdeck itself. Detailed reports 

give insight into players experience and suggest improvements to 

generate even more revenue.

Rapid throughput
No batteries to charge, no straps to adjust - patrons simply stand 

behind the controller and hold on. This allows for simple and effcient 

onboarding with no wasted time.

Players affect the story
Each player is truly interacting with the environment and can make 

choices that affect the narrative.

Games designed with love
Our games are not an afterthought: each experience is handcrafted 

with details that new players will love, with painstakingly refined 

gameplay that experienced players will appreciate.

Repeat play with endless variations
Each game is designed to be different every time to encourage 

repeat visits. Not only does each position in the Hyperdeck offer a 

unique perspective, each play through allows different choices, new 

secrets to discover, & plenty of incentive to keep coming back.

Spectator participation
People watching from outside the Hyperdeck can use the mounted 

touch screens  to play along at different moments in the game. 

Waiting in line has never been this much fun!

Motion sickness is solved
By simulating real environmental physics, players experience no 

motion sickness because they actually feel the wind and forces, just 

like real life. From the wind in-your-face stomach drop on a 

rollercoaster, to a hot air balloon ride with a gentle breeze.

The 

In a strange parallel universe where 80’s metal has 

taken over the planet, players defend against Harold 

Hooper, a heavy metal rock god who will stop at 

nothing to keep intruders from his magic crystals.

New games released every year!
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